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Abstract—The combination of Service Oriented Architectures
(SOAs) and Complex Event Processing (CEP) is gaining momentum for event centric management and processing of information in complex distributed systems (e.g., business automation).
Whereas systems for factory automation have traditionally been
deployed using dedicated buses and proprietary (often scan
based) protocols, a recent trend in process automation is towards
adopting open internet based technologies and event based
communication. This trend is driven by the increasing number
and capabilities of devices used for monitoring and control, and
the increased flexibility, maintainability and price/performance
gains expected from IP (potentially SOA/CEP) enabled systems.
In this paper we discuss the challenges involved to apply SOA
and CEP to the field of factory automation. In particular, realtime aspects are highlighted, both w.r.t. to accurate time-stamping
of physical events in a distributed system, as well as end-to-end
timing including communication and CEP processing.
We approach the challenges by an architecture combining
state-of-the-art synchronisation mechanisms for wired and wireless networks together with real-time communication and distributed query processing based on the notion of time constrained
reactions. We discuss the impact of synchronisation inaccuracies
and delays introduced by processing and communication, and
present a method for implementation of safe potential- and
certain matches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Systems, and systems of systems are getting increasingly
complex, which calls for methods to facilitate design, reusability, maintenance and modifiability. In the area business automation, Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) and Complex
Event Processing (CEP) are gaining momentum, offering
event centric management and processing of information in
complex distributed systems. Underlying technologies such as
web services and standardised protocols have the potential of
providing cost efficient, future proof alternatives to proprietary
solutions and closed source.
This trend is about to reach into the area of process monitoring and control, which involves an ever increasing amount of
sensor and actuator devices, see e.g. [1], [2], [3] and the work
of Kyusakov et al. [4]. Whereas such systems traditionally has
been deployed using dedicated buses and proprietary (often
scan based) protocols, advances in technology allow for such
devices to operate autonomously and, through communication,
cooperatively carry out tasks in a distributed and (potentially)
event driven manner.

This opens up for supporting local intelligence into autonomous subsystems as well as reducing the amount of
raw (unprocessed) data needed to be communicated over
potentially bandwidth limited channels (e.g., wireless links).
However, SOA and CEP technologies have been developed
without direct consideration on timing requirements for the
processing of queries, hence available solutions are not directly
applied to systems for real-time monitoring and control. Our
goal is to identify the challenges involved to treat end-to-end
requirements for distributed CEP queries, to propose and architecture and outline technical details targeting the challenges.
In contrast to other approaches we strive for standards based
middleware and communication protocols for (complex) event
delivery.
Firstly, in order to deal with complex event queries in the
context of a distributed system, a common notion of time needs
to be established (at least within subsystems for which events
contribute to common queries). In Section II we discuss stateof-the-art technologies for wired and wireless synchronisation
schemes. Secondly, the events in a distributed system needs
to be communicated. In Section II-A we discuss state-ofthe-art technologies for light weight SOAs and wired and
wireless real-time communication protocols and in Section
II-C we review a recent approach to real-time complex event
processing, which based on the notion of time contained
reactions allows time properties to be either explicitly specified
or derived in a compositional manner.
In Section III we propose an architecture combining mentioned state-of-the-art techniques to accomplish a distributed
real-time CEP system. The impacts of processing and communication delays as well as synchronisation errors are discussed in detail. We introduce the concept of potential and
certain matches. Given that time-stamp errors (jitter) within
a (sub)system are bound a potential match occurs when we
cannot rule out the possibility of a match. A certain match
occurs when we can rule out the risk of a false positive. Finally
we show how the query processing can be implemented to
provide end-to-end real-time guarantees under processing and
communication delays in a distributed setting.
In Section IV we discuss related work and the in Section
V we summarise contributions and discuss topics for future
research.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Service-oriented Distributed Computing
SOA denotes the use of loosely coupled distributed functions (services) that support dynamic discovery, eventing and
composition. There are different approaches for implementing
SOA - both proprietary and based on open standards. Today,
industry and research communities alike are focusing on the
web service technologies. The main drive behind this is the
open access to the specifications and to open source tools and
development kits for building web service applications in different programming languages. Although the core technologies
of the web services are the same (the standard specifications
used for the web - TCP/IP, HTTP, DNS, XML etc.) there are
two distinct types of web services. The first one is based on the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and is widely adopted
in enterprise applications. The second type is the RESTful WS
[5] that is based on the notion of distributed resources and
CRUD operations (Create, Read, Update and Delete).
The access to diverse information and the possibility to
integrate functionality from different domains, e.g. enterprise
and process automation, make the application of web services
beneficial for many applications that were traditionally based
on proprietary solutions. The specific requirements of the
industrial process monitoring and control, including strict
timing and the use of resource constrained devices, limit the
possibility of using standard web technologies such as HTTP
and XML that are heavy to process and require high bandwidth
network links.
However, emerging specifications for efficient RESTful web
services that use binary coding are soon to change that [6].
CoAP is an IETF application protocol specification that easily
integrates with HTTP and provides asynchronous message
exchange and build-in light-weight eventing and subscription
mechanism. Using efficient structured representation of the
service payload is enabled by Efficient XML Interchange
(EXI) format [7] developed by W3C. EXI uses concepts from
information theory and formal languages and the knowledge
of the structure of the XML documents to achieve compact
representations.
Using light-weight web services based on CoAP/EXI enables new opportunities for offloading the computations from
the devices to cloud architectures. An example for this approach is the thin server architecture presented by Kovatsch
et al. [8].
B. Time Synchronisation
Distributing accurate time can be achieved in a number of
different ways. The GPS system can for example be used to
obtain a global time with a theoretical resolution down to the
order of nanoseconds [9]. Accuracy is in practise limited to
the interface and software implementation in between the host
and the GPS receiver. The use of GPS provides a very high
accuracy clock synchronisation and a relatively low cost, and
works well on mobile devices as well. However, GPS does
require line of sight with satellites and does now perform well,

or even at all, indoors. Another mean of synchronising clocks
is the use of radio-based solutions.
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) [10], is an IP-based
protocol for time synchronisation between computers and
other devices. NTP can synchronise clocks with about one
millisecond accuracy [11]. Recent developments in version
4, NTPv4 [12], claim that resolutions down the tens of
microseconds are possible to achieve.
Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [13] is another distributed
time synchronisation protocol mainly aimed at industrial applications, e.g. process monitoring and control. PTP fills the
gap between hardware-based solutions such as GPS, and
general-purpose communication protocols such as NTP. PTP is
designed to meet requirements to synchronise a local network
down the order of microseconds.
In a typical installation, a GPS-receiver can be used to
synchronise a server’s master clock with global time. PTP
or NTPv4 can then be used to synchronise other servers,
computes and devices in the local network. This combination
of hardware- and software-based solutions provides a costefficient, yet very accurate, solution. In many cases, it is
sufficient to have a very accurate local distributed time, in
this case both NTPv4 and PTP have adequate properties for
most applications.
C. Complex Event Processing
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Basic event processing

An event is a record of something that has (or has not)
occurred. Basic events, also referred to as atomic events hold
unprocessed (raw) data. In the context of process automation
systems one can think of atomic events as of sensor readings,
for instance as depicted in Figure 1.
Atomic events form an event stream which is a subject to
event processing. Event processing, matches event pattern(s)
in the stream, filters interesting events and possibly transform
the detected pattern into a new (complex) event. Events can
be pattern-matched with respect to their temporal properties or

Consider the example query:
EVENT
WHEN
WHERE
OUTPUT
Fig. 2.

Permissible execution window for a message.

values that they carry in their payloads. Such CEP queries are
often static (operating on streaming data to detect some pattern
or scenario), in contrast to traditional SQL like queries on data
bases, which typically are dynamic (operating on relatively
static data). This is manifested in event query languages, such
as CEDR [14], [15] and ETALIS Language for Events (ELE)
[16] and the combined event and stream processing language
EP-SPARQL [17].

Master alarm
UNLESS(ANY(High temp, High press) AS x,
Button pressed , 10 seconds)
x.Tank Id = 0 Tank #1 0 OR x.Tank Id = 0 Tank #3 0
Alarm x.Tank Id

Its event recognising WHEN clause is shown below. In order
to avoid ambiguity every subexpression p in a WHEN clause is
labeled with a label `, written as p` .
WHEN

UNLESS(ANY(H temp 1 , H press 2 )3 AS x,
Button pressed 4 , 10 seconds)5

An event pattern like the one above can be decomposed into
subexpressions, each of them being an event pattern itself. The
decomposition is illustrated below.
UNLESS5
10s

D. Concurrent Reactive Objects
Event driven (reactive) systems with (optional) timing constraints can be modelled and implemented using the notions
of Concurrent Reactive Objects (CROs) and time constrained
reactions. Resources (such as memory, I/O, and other stateful
elements) are managed in terms of objects, which act as monitors serialising access to the object’s methods. The reaction
to an event is defined in terms of a message identifying the
receiver object O, method m and optional timing constraints
(baseline B and deadline D for the message execution). For
external events, B is the arrival time, while internal events may
be postponed relative to the sender using a baseline offset, see
Figure 2. Methods execute sequentially, run-to-end and may in
turn create new messages, ASYNC(O, m, B, D)) (non blocking), and SYNC(O, m) (blocking). Whenever timing windows
overlap, reactions (messages) can be carried out concurrently.
Trough built in concurrency and serialisation the CRO model
provides flexibility for (potentially parallel) scheduling while
allowing sequential behaviour to be enforced where needed
(e.g., protecting shared resources, protocol interaction etc.)
The CRO model is manifested e.g., in the Timber programming language [18], [19], [20]. the TinyTimber [21] and
REKO tools [22], which allow CRO models to be implemented
directly in C.
E. Real-Time Event Processing using CRO
The notion of time appearing in languages such as CEDR
is used for the casual conditions for the query. However, in
the setting of a measurement and/or control system, there
is typically a need to define the timing properties for the
processing of the query (in order output data and/or perform
control).
In this section, we briefly review a real-time event processing mechanism, building on the translation of CEDR quires
into CRO objects. We refer the reader to [23] for an in depth
description and [24] for the extensions to overlapping events,
real-time constraints and non-deterministic scheduling.

ANY3

High temp1

Button pressed4

High press2

Every node corresponds to an event pattern, with possible
further subexpressions. Atomic events are leaves in the pattern
expression.
The approach to process CEP queries under timing requirements associates each event (either primitive or complex)
with a message, and each event pattern (node) with a CRO
(object). The object state holds the state of processing, while
the methods start, accept, drop typically are used to
activate recognition, accept an event, and inactivate recognition
respectively.
In the following we will use the Timber language to define
the CRO model for the CEP. As an example we study the
definition of unless as depicted in Figure 3.
For the constructor, e is the recipient object (parent in
the query tree), w is the window size, whereas d1 and d2
defines the timing requirements on the query (as discussed
later). On creation (not depicted) new unless ... returns
an interface with the methods (actions) {start, accept,
drop}. In the working example start is triggered by the
ANY event, while drop is triggered from the abort alarm
button Button pressed. (accept is triggered internally as
discussed below.)
In brief, start message triggers a postponed accept
message, which in turn determines whether a e.drop (no
alarm) or e.accept (alarm) message should be emitted
dependent on the occurrence of abort message(s) within the
window w. We accomplish this through time constrained reactions using the primitives provided by the Timber language.
A message baseline can (indirectly) be obtained through the
use of a timer object. Objects of the timer class can be
created, reset and sample’d; in the latter case it returns
the time elapsed since it was last reset (or the baseline time of

unless e w d1 d2 = class
tmr = new timer
abortT := []
start = before w + d1 action
after w + d1 send accept
drop = before d1 action
abortT := (<- tmr.sample) : abortT
accept = before d2 action
t = (<-tmr.sample) - w - d1
if elem True (map (inW t) abortT) then
send e.drop
else
send e.accept
abortT := (filter (inWOrL t) abortT)
where
inW t at = (at > t) && (at < t + w)
inWOrL t at = at > t - d2
result Cep {..}
struct Cep =
start :: Action
accept :: Action
drop
:: Action
Fig. 3.

The unless class constructor.

creation). The built-in type implements arithmetic operations
and comparison. The state variable abortT holds a list of
baselines of occurred abort messages.
The drop method (invoked by an abort event) samples
the current baseline (<- forces a synchronous execution of
tmr.sample) and appends the result to the list (Timber uses
a Haskell like list constructor) and updates the state:
abortT := (<- tmr.sample) : abortT
The drop method is given the explicit deadline d1, hence
an abort message occurring at time t will be processed before
t+d1.
Let us now turn to the start method. Its only purpose
is to trigger the accept method after w+d1, see Figure 4.
In order to do so, it should be executed before w+d1 (hence
the explicit deadline). Notice, that there can be multiple outstanding accept messages defining (potentially) overlapping
windows w.
The accept method operates under the explicit deadline
d2, hence a triggering event start will be processed within
w+d1+d2. First we obtain the start time of w through sampling
the baseline and subtract window size w and the offset d1.
t = (<-tmr.sample) - w - d1
We then check whether the list of abort times holds any element which falls into w. Notice, we do this check after w+d1,
hence we know that any abort messaged within w has been
recorded. If the check is positive the alarm can be dropped
(send e.drop) else raised (send e.accept). Finally, in
order to free memory, the list of abort baselines is updated,
filtering (retaining) only those which might abort outstanding
accept messages; due to non-deterministic scheduling the

Fig. 4.

Timing specification for unless.

earliest outstanding accept message window may start d2
earlier than the current window.
As in the example, timing properties can be explicitly
defined for the queries using parametrised class definitions in
Timber. Subqueries must specify as tight (or tighter) timing
constraints as its parent, e.g., the ANY query (and its subqueries) may operate under w+d1 (derived from start in
Figure 3), while the abort button must operate under the tighter
deadline d1 (derived from the timing specification for drop
in Figure 3).
III. D ISTRIBUTED R EAL -T IME CEP
The overall architecture is given by the combination of:
•
•
•

distributed time synchronisation: in order to get common
time base within the network (or subnetwork),
real-time event based communication: in order to transport events (with time-stamps) within bound time, and
real-time event processing under jitters and delays: in
order to deliver accurate query results within bound time.

In a distributed setting a query can be partially processed at
different interconnected nodes. For the discussion we undertake the following set of assumptions:
•
•
•

nodes are loosely coupled, hence define unique timing
domains,
communication links introduce a bound delay, and
devices operate as specified, i.e., sensors readings, computations and transmissions are free of errors, and meet
their timing requirements.

As discussed in Section II-A the problem of time synchronisation in loosely coupled systems is well known, and several
approaches exists to mitigate timing errors and their effects. In
general, the timing error (relative to what we consider accurate
time) can be given as E = e ± , where e is the steady state
error and is the jitter. Assuming that the time synchronisation
algorithms performs filtering over time, e can typically be
completely mitigated (minimised to 0), leaving us with the
error E = ± .
In a loosely coupled system, communication can in general introduce both errors and (potentially) unbound delays.
However, mechanisms for real-time communication have been
developed providing bound delays, while transmission errors
lead to limited resends, and ultimately packet loss.
In the proposed architecture, events are encoded in light
weight SOA (CoAP/EXI) messages providing both bandwidth
and computationally efficient transmission. On the receiver

side the SOA messages are turned into native Timber messages, given a permissible execution window relative to the
time-stamp.
Figure 5 depicts a typical scenario, where sensors for
High temp1 and High press2 are connected to a node b)
which process the ANY3 query, the sensor Button pressed4
is connected to node c) and the top level query UNLESS5
is processed on node a). For the discussion, we consider the
topmost node to hold the reference time a), while other nodes
b) and c) may deviate from the reference time in terms of
jitter 3 , 4 . We assume the communication links d) and e) to
introduce bound delays d(d), d(e).
While synchronisation errors and event delays are both
common properties to loosely coupled systems, their effects
with respect to CEP are largely different.
1) Synchronisation Errors: Synchronisation errors give rise
to incorrect perception of the time an event occurred (timestamp) which affects the matching process and may render
both false positive and false negative query matches.
Consider the two events High temp1 and Button pressed4 ,
occurring at actual times t1 and t2 . Assume 0 < t2 t1 < w
(i.e., that the alarm should be triggered and aborted). However,
these atomic events are exposed to jitter for the time-stamping
3
4
(High temp1 ) and 4 (Button pressed4 ). Iff t2
(t1 +
i
3
4
3
(t1
w the abort event is missed
i )  0 or t2 + i
i)
and we falsely trigger an alarm, ( i3 and i4 are jitter instances
bound by 3 and 4 respectively). Assume t2 t1 < 0 (i.e.,
the abort event occurs before the start event); iff 0  (t1 +
3
4
(t2
i)
i )  w we falsely detect an abort event. Assume
t2 t1 > w (i.e., the abort event occurs after the start event
4
but outside the window w). Iff 0  t2
(t1 + i3 )  w
i
we falsely detect an abort event.
A. Event Delays
In a distributed setting, events (representing subqueries) will
be exposed to accumulated processing and communication
delays for the subquery. However, as discussed in Section
II-C the CRO based real-time CEP implementation offers
specifying timing constraints for the processing of queries
(and subqueries). Checking for schedulability (e.g., through
response time analysis) involves the accumulated delays of
the incoming events. However, schedulability analysis is out
of scope for this presentation, in the following we simply
assume that each subsystem is schedulable, (i.e, the timing
specification for each real-time CEP query is met at each
node).
Undertaking the assumption of successful time-bound communication, the accumulated delay for each subquery can be
computed, thus we can reason on end-to-end delays for query
processing. In the working example the ANY event will be delayed d(d)+p(AN Y ) (where p(AN Y ) is the time for processing of ANY and the triggering atomic event). Correspondingly
Button pressed will be delayed d(e) + p(Button pressed).
Based on the timing specification for the working example
unless, incoming ANY event operates under the timing
constraint of method start, i.e., d(d) + p(AN Y ) < w + d1,

Fig. 5.

Distributed CEP query.

and the Button pressed event under the constrain of drop,
i.e., d(e) + p(Button pressed) < d1. In this way bound
processing and communication delays merely affect the timing
performance of the query processing, not the correctness of the
result. However, increasing d1 (to accommodate for larger delays), will render a larger window for retaining abort message
baselines, thus lead to increased memory consumption.
B. Safe Potential and Certain Matches
In this section we propose an extension to the CEP query
definition and present a CRO based implementation that allows
to manage time synchronisation errors in a safe way. To this
end, we identify two distinct cases, potential- and certain
matches, where the former matches all cases which cannot
be ruled out (i,.e potential matches), while the latter triggers
only on the set of cases where we can guarantee that a match
has occurred. In this way the query programmer is given
control as to how timing synchronisation errors (jitter) should
be handled. In the working example, this amounts to matching
a potential, certain or uncertain alarm situation (allowing to
take appropriate actions for each case).
The proposed extension carries over to the query language
that should be adapted accordingly, e.g., through introducing
a CEDR rule UNLESS_CERTAIN, or through additional parameters UNLESS(CERTIAN,...). Similarly for the CRObased implementation there are numerous options, Figure 6
sketches possible implementation of unless_certain.
For the UNLESS_CERTAIN clause it means that
an alarm message should be emitted in the case
ANY(High temp 1 , High press 2 )3 has occurred and we
can rule out that any abort event Button pressed 4 has
occurred within the time w from a triggering event.
To rule out abort messages we have to check the interval
3
4
t
< at < t + w + 3 + 4 , where at is the baseline
of the drop message. If no abort message is found within the
interval we are certain that the alarm has not been aborted.
IV. R ELATED WORK
In [25] O’Keeffe gives an excellent overview of existing
technologies for data acquisition and processing in sensor
networks and presents a language for complex event processing (building on interval based time-stamping of [26]). The
presented CEP approach can guarantee ”no false positives”
(similar to our certain definition). However, in contrast to [25]
our CEP engine is built directly on a framework for reactive

unless_certain e w d1 j1 d2 j2 = class
...
accept = before d2 action
...
where
inW t at = (at>t-j1-j2) && (at<t+w+j1+j2)
inWOrL t at = at > t-d2-j1-j2
result Cep {..}
Fig. 6. unless_certain class constructor, with jitter parameters. Figure
7 depicts the timing specification with jitter.

Fig. 7.

Timing specification for unless with jitter (depicted by boxes).

(event driven) execution, which allows events to directly
trigger arbitrary computations, state updates and I/O, under
end-to-end timing in constraints (involving query processing).
Other approaches involving probabilistic event processing (for
timing, computation and communication errors) have been
developed, e.g., [27]. Our approach is targeted towards distributed real-time applications applied onto lightweight nodes,
hence computational and memory efficiency of the CEP
implementation is a prime requirement, not feasible using
AI approaches like [27]. Our approach also stands out by
proposing the use of a stanards based SOA middleware, in
contrast to proprietary middleware for the transportation and
communication of (complex) events.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have investigated the challenges involved
to perform real-time CEP queries in a distributed setting.
An architecture featuring state of the art methods for time
synchronisation, event centric light weight SOA based communication, together with a real-time CEP mechanism has
been presented. The impact of jitter and delay has been
discussed and the real-time CEP mechanism has been extended
to safely accommodate end-to-end timing requirements in a
distributed CEP system. The taken approach does not try to
hide the problems of jitter (due to time-stamping errors) and
delay (due to processing and communication), but rather the
opposite - we lift jitter and delay to the surface allowing
the programmer/designer to take these into account already
at design time. The approach, given correct assumptions on
delay and jitter, is safe, while the actual execution (and output

order of complex events) is non-deterministic. By specifying
the timing requirements for the top level queries, the effect of
non-determinism is under control. (Alternatively by deriving
the timing requirements for the top level queries, the effect of
non-determinism can be assessed and accounted for.)
As a proof of concept for the suggested approach, a prototype implementation has been devised. Taking the proof
of concept and prototype implementation into a full scale
demonstrator is ongoing work. The presented approach relies
on assumptions of delay and jitter. Given worst case bounds,
hard real-time guarantees are obtained. However, worst case
delay and jitter can be hard to asses, and may often deviate
vastly from the average behaviour. Hence for soft-real time
applications, it could be of interest to investigate the statistical
properties of the proposed CEP mechanism (given distributions rather than bounds for the parameters).
Currently the CoAP/EXI communication stacks are implemented external to the CRO model, hence run-time prioritising
of processing is only applied to processing CEP queries. Migrating the communication stacks to Timber would allow for
improved overall schedulability, and facilitate analysis at the
node/device level. By distributing CEP queries, the load onto
nodes and communication links may be balanced/optimised
(in order, e.g., to reduce power consumption, minimise risk of
contention, etc.). The optimisation of system partitioning under
multiple criteria is an interesting topic for further investigation.
This might be stretched to steer design choices affecting
jitter/time synchronisation (e.g., NTP vs. PTP) and delay
(media, protocols, network topology, etc.).
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